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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Thanks for purchasing this guide!  In this guide, we will talk about 
how to create and manage a 

World of Warcraft guild.  This guide focuses specifically on 

leveling guilds. 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

About seven months ago, I decided to change my 4-member 
guild into a full fledged leveling guild.  Over the subsequent months, I 

slowly grew my guild into a level 22 guild with 1000 members.  As of 

this writing, my guild earns the guild XP cap nearly every day.  On 

average, I have between 15 and 55 members on at any given time 

and we virtually never have any serious disagreements, fights, or any 

other form of guild drama.  I have earned a tremendous amount of 

respect amongst my peers by creating, growing, and managing a very 

successful and fun guild. 

Initially, I anticipated that once my members reached the level 

cap of 85, they would leave my guild to peruse endgame content in 

other, bigger guilds.  To my surprise, the vast majority of my 

members that reached 85 ended up staying because they like the guild 

so much.  I have had five members leave the guild for other guilds, or 

to create their own guilds, only to whisper me days later to ask for an 

invite back into my guild because they missed it so much.  I have had 
numerous guild leaders; two of them lead large and successful raiding 

guilds; compliment me and even ask me how I am able to support so 

many members and grow as quickly as I have without encountering an 

abundance of guild drama. I have swiftly handled the little guild drama 

that has appeared in my guild, to the relief of many members.   
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To this day, my guild continues to flourish and grow at an 
astonishing rate.  What is best, I have now delegated some of the 

responsibility of managing my guild to my officers, so my workload is 

quite minimal these days!  And I met a lot of new friends along the 

way!  In this guide, I will share my insights with you so that you can 

grow your own guild. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF GUILDS 

In the “old day”, guilds offered nothing more than a unique name 
and guild chat.  Beyond that, players did not benefit from being in a 

guild.  Blizzard recently enhanced guilds by giving them guild perks.  

Guilds now level similar to how players to.  As of this writing, the guild 

level cap is 25.  Each time your guild levels, it receives a new guild 

perk.  Each perk offers something special to the members of your 

guild, from increased experience point rewards, increased mounted 

speed movement speed, cheaper repair bills, and so on.  The members 

of your guild earn guild experience points by killing bosses while in 
guild parties (with 3 or more guild members), completing rated 

battlegrounds while in a guild party, and completing quests. 

When Blizzard enhanced guild in this fashion, they essentially 

bribed players into joining guilds.  If you are the type of person that 

does not like being in guilds and decide to stay un-guilded, you really 

end up losing out on a lot.   

Below is a list of all IMPORTANT 25 guild perks: 
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CHAPTER 2: CREATING YOUR GUILD 

 

EXPECTATIONS 

It is Hardest in the Beginning 

You will encounter the greatest difficulty in the beginning.   

In my guild, it was a lot harder to recruit and retain members 
between guild levels 1 and 8.  With fewer members, there was less 

social interaction in guild chat. 

A lot of players will look for the best deal, so if your guild is level 

8 and they see level 20 guild looking for members, they will probably 

choose the higher level guild.  Sometimes, but not always.  I am not 

saying that just because your guild is a low level that people will 

necessarily always leave it for a bigger guild.  Some members may like 

smaller guilds.  Or some players may be new to the game and not 

know anything about guild levels and perks and choose your guild out 
of ignorance!  If someone creates a character and they see an 

advertisement for a leveling guild in general chat in their zone, they 

may well want to join it.  If you have a cool guild and they really like it 

and spend enough time in it, they may decide to stay in your low level 

guild instead of jumping to a high level guild because they are familiar 

with yours. 

 

WHEN YOUR GUILD GETS BIG 

As a guild leader, the bigger your guild gets, the less anonymity 
you will have.  I would say that for every 150 members you add to 

your guild, you will gain one admirer that whispers you a lot, seeking 

your approval.  Initially, this can be flattering.  But over time, when 
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you have 5-10 of said members, it can become annoying.  For this 

reason, it is a good idea to create one or two alts that have a normal 

rank.  You benefit by having peace and quiet.  Furthermore, you can 

use these alts as spies to observe the guild when they think you are 

offline. 

Unfortunately for me, I did proactively create an anonymous alt.  

Over time, nearly everyone in my guild figured out who my alts were.  

I would estimate that I receive an annoying whisper about once every 
10 or 15 minutes! 

You can also expect some members to kiss up to you in order to 

secure greater positions/ranks of power in the guild.  The will become 

your groupie, so to speak.  This is not necessarily a bad thing. 

Personally, I have two cronies who I ultimately promoted to their 

own special rank of Director.  Thus far, they have proven to be loyal 

side-kicks.   

Exercise caution in how quickly you give them power by 

promoting them to powerful ranks.  Power can go straight to peoples’ 
heads.  You would be amazed at how drastically a person’s attitude 

towards others can change the instant they realize they have more 

power.  I have had better experience making people work to earn my 

approval, and only rewarding them when they have truly gone above 

and beyond my expectations.  Lastly, it is wise to get to know them as 

people and become friends with them before you give them power. 

 

TYPES OF GUILDS AND GUILD RULES 

The first thing you must decide before you create your guild is 

what kind of guild you want to manage.  Below are some guild types: 

 Leveling 

 Endgame Raiding 

 Retro 
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 Player vs. Player 

 Hybrid Raiding/PvP 

 Exclusive (Shaman-only guild, real life friends, etc.) 

 

Leveling guilds are very easy to manage.  Endgame raiding guilds 
can be the most difficult type of guild to manage because they require 

a lot of planning, scheduling of events, and perhaps the most 

frustrating human conflicts to resolve.  Retro guilds are guilds that 

focus on old content.  For example, there is a retro guild on my server 

that requires its members to stay below level 70.  Player vs. Player 

guilds typically focus on coordinated rated battlegrounds and arena 
teams.  Hybrid raiding/PvP guilds do a little (or a lot) of everything.  

Some guilds are exclusive in some sense.  I was once in a Rogue-only 

PvP guild. 

RULES 

Every guild has social rules of conduct, but most guilds do not 

officially define them.   

Do not troll 

Trolling is communication designed to provoke the listener.  Some 
sadistic individuals derive pleasure from provoking others. 

Do not be greedy 

Nearly all cultures discourage greed and selfishness.   

Let me describe a great example of a greedy member I recently 

encountered in my guild.  My guild has an open guild bank (we talk 

about open guild banks later in the guide.)  Said member was allowed 
to make three withdrawals and 20 gold from the guild bank per day.  

Instead of being modest about it, he withdrew 20 gold the most 

valuable items from the guild every single day, for almost three 

weeks.  When the guild no longer had anything of value in it, he 

started withdrawing the guild tabards, three at a time!  On one hand, 
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it is an open guild bank and the withdrawal rules permitted this sort of 

greediness, so technically he did nothing wrong.  But this is akin to 

showing up to a free yard sale, backing your truck into the yard and 

loading every single item onto the bed of your truck.  In grocery stores 

it is common to see an employee offering free samples.  How do you 

think the employee would respond if you took the entire plate?  Would 

they casually permit it?  Some restaurants have a free mint bowl.  The 

assumption is that you will take one or two on the way out after you 
have finished your meal.  Would it be socially acceptable to stuff all 

the mints into your pockets?  Of course not!  In both cases, there is an 

unspoken rule of modesty that most people understand. 

Do not be divisive 

Divisive individuals set one side against usually by gossiping or 
spreading false rumors about people they dislike. 

Do not be needy or extremely immature 

People in guilds despise needy and very immature members.  
Consider a situation where a needy member repeatedly begs for gold 

or help in guild chat. 

can i have 20g PLZ?????? 

can someone plz run me threw rfc???? 

can an 85 plz help me quest??? 

Repetition is the fastest and most effective way to annoy people.  

No matter what it is, if you repeat it enough, it will quickly become 

annoying. 

Needless to say, this is why children do not last long in guilds. 

SOCIAL RULES FOR G-RATED GUILDS 

Both G- and R-rated guilds share these basic social rules.  G-
rated guilds add another layer of social rules, usually about what is 

considered acceptable language in guild chat.  Below are some 

possible rules for a G-rated guild: 
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 Do not use profanity 

 Do not make racist comments 

 Do not make misogynistic, chauvinistic, or sexist comments 

 Do not talk about child abuse 

 

GUILD CONFIGURATION 

Now we will talk about how to create and configure your guild.  
The first step in creating a guild is to talk to a guild vendor and create 

a guild charter.  A guild charter will require you to acquire ten 

signatures from ten separate players.  Once you do, the guild will be 

created.   

The next thing you want to do is configure the guild.   

 

GUILD RANKS 

When you create a guild, it will come predefined with the 
following ranks. 

 Recruit 
 Member 

 Veteran 

 Officer 

 Guild Master 

Many guilds will opt to create their own custom guild ranks.  

Below is the guild ranks that I use in my guild. 

 Member 

 Time Out 

 Senior Member 

 Junior Officer 

 Senior Officer 

 Commander 
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 Director 

 Founder 

 Guild Master 

 

USING PROMOTIONS TO RETAIN MEMBERS 

Let me digress for a moment and talk about how promotions can 
help you retain members. Back in vanilla World of Warcraft, I joined a 

very small guild called <Orions Chosen>.  It really had nothing going 

for it apart from one thing.  Every time I reached level 10, 20, 30, and 

so on, the guild leader would congratulate me by saying 

"congratulations on level [level]" and then he would promote me to 
the next rank.  Now, the rank did absolutely nothing for me.  It 

essentially had no value.  But it made me feel like my efforts were not 

going unnoticed and was rewarding.  When I reached level 60, he 

promoted me to the maximum rank and congratulated me and I could 

not help but feel appreciation. 

In the guild I currently run, I stay on top of promotions and use 
the following guidelines for promotions: 

 Level 23-25: Promote to Senior Member 

 Level 43-45: Promote to Junior Officer 

 Level 63-65: Promote to Officer 

 Level 73-75: Promote to Senior Officer 

 Level 85: Promote to Warden 

 

If I meet a player that has enough genuine interest in taking on 
the responsibility of managing any aspect of the guild, I will offer them 

the Director rank (at level 85).  The Founder rank is obviously 

reserved for the members that helped found the guild. 
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GUILD EVENTS AND THE CALENDAR 

World of Warcraft guilds have their own event calendar that 
allows you to organize and schedule events such as raids and 

organized battleground groups, or to make announcements. 

Something to keep in mind about calendar is that you should not 

assume everyone will check the calendar on a regular basis or at all.  

For this reason, it is usually wise to announce the event in guild chat 
and even on your guild website if you have one. 

If you run a raiding guild, your members are more likely to use 

the calendar than if you run a leveling guild, so this advice is primarily 

applicable to leveling guilds. 

In my experience running a leveling guild, I have found that I 

seem to recruit very casual players that do not have enough interest in 
the game to commit to any particular type of guild event.  My guild’s 

mission statement centralizes around giving its members a lot of 

freedom and not expecting anything from them.  I believe this is why 

in the past I have been unsuccessful arranging raids.  Most of the 

time, if 12 members sign up for a raid on the calendar, only 1-3 

members will show up.  Keep this in mind if you are running a leveling 

guild. 

 

MESSAGE OF THE DAY 

The guild message of the day appears to members whenever they 
log on.  Experience has taught me that it is smart to keep this 

message positive and avoid any potentially insulting remarks.   

I had a guild member get angry and drop out of my guild 

because, as a joke, I set as the guild message of the day, "Me not that 

kind of Orc!", which is actually a comment that Orc NPCs in Durotar 
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randomly say when you click on them.  It was an innocent attempt at 

humor, but unfortunately not everyone finds humor in it. 

I find the following guild message useful in my leveling guild: 

Everyone has /ginvite permissions.  Feel free to invite whoever 
you want! 

This message prevents me from having to periodically say this in 

guild chat because members frequently ask if someone can invite a 

friend into the guild. 

THE GUILD BANK 

All guilds have a guild bank, which allows the guild to share 

various types of items, like bind-on-equip gear, crafting materials, 
consumables, and so on.  As of this writing, you can have up to sever 

guild bank tabs.  Each time you purchase a guild tab, the price 

increases.  You can also create custom guild tab icons and captions.  

CONFIGURING RANK PERMISSIONS 

Once you create your guild and your guild ranks, you need to 
configure permissions and guild access rules for each rank. 

If you offer to pay for your members’ repairs, then you need to 

also specify a daily gold withdrawal limit.  This is an unfortunate 

design in my opinion.  For a Member rank, for example, you could 
authorize guild repairs and set the gold limit to 5 gold.  One problem is 

that 5 gold might not cover their repair.  The other problem is that a 

lot of people will never repair but they will withdraw 5 gold at every 

possible opportunity.  If you want to provide guild repairs to your 

members, the best you can do is ballpark this figure. 

It is useful to create a “Time Out” rank as a form of disciplinary 
action on problematic guild members.  The only privilege it has is 

being able to view guild chat.   
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EXAMPLE GUILD RANK PERMISSIONS 

SCHEME 

There are a lot of different ways to configure your guild bank.  A 
common approach is to use a policy like the following: 

MEMBER 

Guild Bank Permissions 

Cloth Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 1 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Crafting Mats Tab 

Withdrawal limit:  1 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Misc Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 1 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Valuable Items Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 1 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Not visible 

Rank Permissions 

View guild chat 
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Type in guild chat 

No access to officer chat 

Cannot set officer notes 

SENIOR MEMBER 

Cloth Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 2 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Crafting Mats Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 1 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Misc Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 1 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Valuable Items Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 0 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Not visible 

Rank Permissions 

View guild chat 

Type in guild chat 

No access to officer chat 

Cannot set officer notes 

JUNIOR OFFICER 
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Cloth Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 2 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Crafting Mats Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 2 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Misc Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 2 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Valuable Items Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 0 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Not visible 

Rank Permissions 

View guild chat 

Type in guild chat 

Access to officer chat 

Can set officer notes 

OFFICER 

Cloth Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 3 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Crafting Mats Tab 
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Withdrawal limit: 2 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Misc Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 3 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Valuable Items Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 0 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Visible but cannot withdraw 

Rank Permissions 

View guild chat 

Type in guild chat 

Access to officer chat 

Can set officer notes 

SENIOR OFFICER 

Cloth Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 3 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Crafting Mats Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 3 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Misc Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 4 stack per day 
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Unlimited deposits 

Valuable Items Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 0 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Visible but cannot withdraw 

Rank Permissions 

View guild chat 

Type in guild chat 

Access to officer chat 

Can set officer notes 

COMMANDER 

Cloth Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 4 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Crafting Mats Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 4 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Misc Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 4 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 

Valuable Items Tab 

Withdrawal limit: 0 stack per day 

Unlimited deposits 
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Rank Permissions 

View guild chat 

Type in guild chat 

Access to officer chat 

Can set officer notes 

As you can see in this configuration, privileges increase with each 

increasing rank.  This policy restricts visibility and access to the 

“Valuable Items” tab.  Officers and above can view the contents of this 

reserved tab.  If they see anything they need, they can contact a 

Director, Founder, or the Guildmaster and request they withdraw the 

items. 

 

THE OPEN GUILD BANK POLICY 

An open guild bank is a bank that offers all members a greater 
amount of access to more tabs in a guild bank, with only a few 

restrictions.  I use an open guild bank policy in my leveling guild and 

have surprisingly positive results.  Initially, I feared that players would 

clean the bank out in a matter of days and deposit little or nothing.  As 

it turned out, people deposited and withdrew about equally.  There 

have been times where all six tabs were full, and other times where a 
couple of the tabs were mostly empty.  In the case of a leveling guild 

like mine, an open guild bank is intended to reinforce the “open” 

nature of the guild.  It could be that a some of my success has come 

from expressing trust to my members and giving them more 

privileges.   

Open guild banks have disadvantages.  In my experience the 

majority of people will give and take from the guild bank in 

moderation, but some people will take as much as they can get for 

free.  I have watched withdrawal logs and have seen logs of certain, 
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greedy members that do the following every day: 

1. Log on 

2. Withdraw the maximum daily gold 

3. Locate the most valuable stacks of any item in the guild bank and 

withdraw as many stacks as possible 

 

In every case, these particular greedy individuals contributed 

nothing to the guild bank.  This is unfortunate but it is the price you 

pay for having an open guild bank.  I do not reprimand greedy 

members because in an open guild bank, nobody should deposit an 

item that they do not want someone to withdraw for their own reason.  
When I set the daily gold withdrawal limits for each rank, they assume 

that people with continually withdraw their cap each day.   

If you strongly feel that you need to reprimand a member for 

taking too much from the guild bank, or for taking items that they do 

not need, then your guild bank is not an open guild bank. 
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CHAPTER 3: CENTRAL THEME IN 

GUIDE 
 

The most important and profound pearl of wisdom this guide will 

offer you is that it can teach you to become an effective salesman.   

About 99% of your success in creating and managing a leveling 

guild is being an effective salesman.  Now I am going to give you the 

secret to my success in managing my leveling guild! 

 

MY SECRET PHILOSOPHY 

The strategy that has been most fruitful in my experience has 
been to focus on making everyone as comfortable as possible.  The 

theory is that the more happy and comfortable everyone is, the more 

successful and motivated they will be.  That philosophy underpins my 

strategy, and it has worked very well for me thus far.  You will be able 

to see this philosophy implemented throughout this guide. 

Personally, I think that the more comfortable a member is and 

the more they feel accepted, the greater they will perform.  

Do you play better when you are solo/questing or when you are 
main tanking a 25-man raid?   

Performance anxiety can seriously impair one’s performance.  If a 

player is worried about people jumping all over their case when they 

make a mistake, that can create anxiety, which can cause them to 

screw up!  

There is a lot of unnecessary tension in PUGs.  If you make a 
mistake in a PUG, you can expect to be attacked for it.  Some people 
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walk into PUGs with an unforgiving, harsh attitude as a defensive 

measure, because so many others do.  Some people are insecure and 

handle it by verbally assaulting other people.   

 

ADVERTISING 

A large part of your job as a guild leader and recruiter is creating 
an effective advertisement. 

A good ad will speak in terms of how your guild can help the 
player.  Make it about their interests and what you can offer them, not 

vice versa.  Avoid creating an ad that makes players feel that they 

need to earn their way in, or what they need to do to gain your 

approval.   

It is also convenient to use proper grammar in your 
advertisement.  You do not want to give your prospective new 

members any reason not to join.  Some people in World of Warcraft 

have big hangups about improper grammar. 

You can see this mindset in the comments people make in guild 

chat. 

Furthermore, avoid using potentially insulting guild names. 

When I was on the Mal'Ganis server, I saw a player spamming an 

advertisment for a guild named<we rock u blow>.  Personally, that 

sort guild name does not create a very good first impression with me. 

Let us look at an example of an ineffective guild recruiting ad. 

<Teh Elitist Superiority Complex> is an raiding guild and we r 

lookin for some NO FAIL members for our 25man raiding teams pst for 

invite...PLZ DONT SUCK 

This is obviously a contrived example, but it effectively illustrates 
everything you ought to avoid in your guild recruitment advertisement.  
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It has an insulting guild name, has a plethora of grammatical errors, 

and it insults the target audience with the upper case phrases "NO 

FAIL" and "PLZ DONT SUCK."  In marketing terms, this advertisement 

is a "filter" as opposed to an "amplifier." 

Below is the advertisement that my guild currently uses, and 
which we have had a great deal of success using: 

Consider joining <The Drift>, a level 18 pure leveling guild that is 

growing fast!  We pay for your repairs, have a lot of friendly, helpful 

members and an open guild bank.  No application process necessary.  

PST for an invite! 

 

IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL INTERACTION IN 

GUILD 

Social interaction can keep your guild alive.  Some people will 
leave your guild if there is not enough social interaction in the guild.  

They will perceive it as dead.  In my experience, you are more likely to 

see socializing in guild chat when you have around fifteen members 
on.  Once you have around forty members on, you will almost always 

have some kind of socializing going on.  Any number beyond that and 

you generally have more socializing that you need! 

In my experience, I have experienced the most problems with 

members saying vulgar things or acting immature in guild chat when I 

have had fifty or more members on and especially on weekends, 

probably because they are either high or drunk.  If your biggest goal 

for your guild is for it to always have a lively social environment, 

watch what you wish for! 

 

HANDLING 
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RACIST/VULGAR/SEXIST/IMMATURE 

COMMENTS IN GUILD CHAT 

You will invariably encounter members that behave in a way that 
others may deem inappropriate.  How you handle this depends your 

guild type and rules.  If your guild is family friendly and you have a 

member is making vulgar comments about human body parts and/or 

bodily functions, or they are using profanity, then you will need to 
reprimand them for it.  There are no hard and fast rules about when 

and how to reprimand them.  For example, you can commit to 

immediately reprimanding them by whispering them and politely 

asking them to refrain from speaking that way in guild chat.  You can 

choose to ignore a certain amount of it and only reprimand them when 

it becomes clear that they have gone too far.  Or you can only 

reprimand them when someone in the guild starts to complain about 

it. 

The great thing about managing an R-rated guild is that you do 

not have to constantly worry about someone getting their “feelers” 
hurt over swearing or a dirty joke.  It makes it a lot easier when you 

are dealing with people who have thicker skin 

ABOUT G-RATED GUILDS 

Let us talk about G-rated guilds for a moment.  When guild chat 

starts to become inappropriate, you need to accept the fact that, no 

matter what you do, you someone is going to end up upset.  If you do 

not reprimand the “rude” member, you may be perceived by the 

“good” member as being tolerant of inappropriateness in your guild 

and they may leave your guild.  If you reprimand the “rude” member, 

no matter how diplomatic and empathetic you are about it, you are 
likely to upset them and make them feel like a child being punished.  

Either way it is a no-win situation. 

Personally, I only reprimand a member they are clearly going too 

far and are upsetting multiple members, or if multiple members 
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whisper me and complain about said guild members comments.  I 

have had too many bad experiences reprimanding people for 

inappropriate comments in guild chat.  Some members quit the guild 

after I reprimanded them, some argued with me about how their 

comments were fine or how they were just joking, and some 

deliberately ignored my reprimand and cranked up the 

inappropriateness of their comments, which forced me to further 

penalize them and ultimately make the situation worse. 

I mean, seriously, if you are the type of person that easily takes 

offense to the occasional profane or immature comment in guild chat, 

then you are playing the wrong game.  To that oversensitive person I 

offer this advice: Feel free to drop out of my guild and limit all of your 

gameplay to solo questing.  Never join a party, steer clear of PUGs, 

leave Trade and General chat (/leave 1 and /leave 2) in major cities, 

and only talk to people who you have confirmed are moral saints.  

Either that or just deal with reality. 

 

BEING AN EFFECTIVE GUILD LEADER 

No guide on running a guild is complete without describing the 
traits of an effective guild leader.  At one end of the spectrum you 
have the push-over.  At the other you have the control freak. 

Push-over <--------------------------------------- Control freak 

If you are a push-over, people will walk all over you.  Nobody 

truly has respect for someone constantly seeks their approval, speaks 
poorly about themselves, or is excessively easy to influence or 

convince.  On the other hand, nobody is comfortable around someone 

who constantly tells your business, down to the most minute detail.  

Picture yourself as a seasoned, skilled veteran player that knows your 

class inside out and as someone who is very comfortable with your 

own strategies and method of playing.  You find yourself in a group 

with someone who tells you how to do even the most basic things and 
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criticizes you for even the slightest deviation from his instruction.  It is 

easy to take offense at this sort of bossy individual.  As a guild leader, 

you want to be somewhere in between these two extremes. 

Push-over <------- You want to be here ----------- Control freak 

Push-overs have the positive quality of usually being nice, 
amiable people. Most of the time people like push-overs because they 

lack the unattractive qualities of their control freak counterpart.  

Conversely, control freaks have the positive quality of being decisive 

and confident in their position.  They earn more respect in the face of 

conflict because generally speaking they are more willing to defend 

their position.  As a guild leader, you want to possess the amiable, 

polite, like-ability of the push-over, but a little rougher and tougher.  
You want to be decisive without coming off as a know-it-all or as an 

intractable jerk. 

METHOD FOR RESPONDING TO CHALLENGES 

As a guild leader, you will invariably be challenged by your 

members.  Let me present a strategy you can use to respond to such 

challenges without caving in to them and also while maintaining your 

position in a confident way.  The strategy consists of two components: 

1. Affirm the value of the other person’s position 

2. Restate your decision to maintain your position 

For example, say a guild member challenges you and says, “You should add a raiding 
component to our leveling guild so that we can give our 85s a reason to stay in the guild.”  Say, in 
this example, that you made the decision to remain a leveling guild during its inception.  Using the 
above formula, you could respond by saying, “I definitely see the advantages of adding a raiding 
component in a lot of ways.  We would retain 85s and earn gold and guild XP also.  But the 
founders of the guild and I decided in the very beginning to always remain a leveling guild in order 
to preserve a drama free environment.”  This response would respect the other person’s point of 
view and reassert your own decision on the matter.  You want to keep your response short like 

this, however, and avoid giving an excessively long explanation for why you made this decision 
because it might come off as defensive and a tad bit insecure. 

BE DECISIVE BUT FLEXIBLE 

Decisiveness is a great leadership quality, but so is open-
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mindedness and flexibility.  You want to be mostly decisive and a little 

bit flexible.  You must know what your guild is and what it is not and 

be willing to stand firm by it.  However, if the majority of your guild or 

officers have a contrary view on the matter, you must have the 

flexibility and open mindedness to change your position.  The key 

thing to remember here is that you have clearly established that you 

were wrong and that your position is in the minority.  In other words, 

if your guild is to change your position on something, they need to 
prove their idea is better.  If they have not proven it to your 

satisfaction and you go along with it anyway, you will have become a 

push-over. 

One mistake I have made as a guild leader has been being a little 

bit too flexible.  Initially, I maintained the view that my guild would 

remain a leveling guild and would never pursue endgame raiding in 

order to preserve a drama-free environment for levelers.  Over time, 

members and officers continually urged me to add a raiding 

component to the guild.  Eventually I caved in agreed to allow an 
officer to create a raiding team and manage it by herself. When I 

agreed to make this change, numerous other members—who were 

committed to the guild only being able leveling; expressed 

disappointment over my perceived fickleness. Ultimately, I was right 

when I said that it would be too much work for the officer that 

convinced me to add a raiding component. The day of the first raid, 

only two people showed up and she did not even have a microphone!  

She expected me to run it with her and coordinate it on ventrillo for 

her!  

This damaged my credibility to an extent, even though I was 
doing what I thought was in the best interests of the guild.  My new 

position is this: when members try to coerce me into setting up raids 

and expanding into endgame content, I respond by saying, “If you 

want the guild to go in that direction, feel free to schedule, manage, 

and lead it.  I am not interested in perusing raiding at this time.” 
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BE CONSISTENT AND LEAD BY EXAMPLE 

As a guild leader, it is important that you live to a higher 

standard. Your actions and words reflect on your entire guild.  If you 

behave like a clown, the outside community may negatively perceive 

your entire guild. If you say one thing and then do another, it will 

destroy your members’ confidence in you.  Always be on your best 

behavior.  

Below are some guidelines: 

 Always show respect to other guilds. 

 Always be polite and respectful to your members. 

 Place the interests of your guild above your own personal interests. 

 Exercise restraint and never lose your temper in guild chat. 

 Solve problems in private conversation to shelter the guild from 

drama. 

 Do not ever argue with members about religion or politics. 
 Be objective and never take anyone’s side over anyone else’s side. 
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CHAPTER 4: RECRUITING STRATEGY 
 

Once you make an effective advertisement, create a macro that 
spams in on channel /1.  In the case of recruiting for a leveling guild, 

you can fly through starter zones and spam your recruitment macro as 

you enter each zone.   

We spam our advertisement on channel /1—instead of /2—

because /1 is available in all zones. 

Mages are great recruiters for this because they can port to major 
cities.  

 

RECRUITING ZONE HOT SPOTS 

The greatest places to include in your recruiting route is any 
intersection between multiple zones.  Below is an image of a fantastic 

recruiting hot spot: 

This hot spot intersects Northern Barrens, Ashenvale, Azshara, 

Orgrimmar, and Durotar.  When I recruit, I use the following list: 

1. Port to Orgrimmar 

2. Fly to Orgrimmar hot spot in above figure 

3. Spam advertisment in Northern Barrens, Ashenvale, Azshara, 

Orgrimmar, and Durotar 

4. Port to Thunderbluff 

5. Spam advertisement in Mulgore 

6. Fly to through Stonetalon Mountains and Southern Barrens; spam 
advertisement in those zones 
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7. Port to Under City 

8. Fly out of Under City through sewer and spam advertisement in 

Tirisfal Glades 

9. Hearth to Ghostlands and spam advertisement 

10. Fly to Eversong Woods and spam advertisement 

11. Port to Shattrath 

12. Fly through Terokkar Forest, Zangarmarsh, and Hellfire Peninsula 

and spam advertisement in those zones 

 

I find it useful to set my hearthstone to Ghostlands because, as of 

this writing, you cannot fly in any of the Burning Crusade starter 

zones.  If I ported to Silvermoon City, I would then have to ride all the 

way out to Eversong Forest on a ground mount, which takes way too 

long. 

 

THE WELCOME MESSAGE 

Welcome the new member in guild chat as soon as they join.  I 
have had a lot of success alternating the following greeting messages: 

thanks for joining! 

thanks for joining [player-name]! 

welcome! 

welcome [player-name]! 

If I invite multiple members at a time, I use the following 

message: 

thanks for joining guys! 
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I sometimes add a second message. 

if you need anything, don’t hesitate to ask the guild 

stay as long as you like! 

check out the guild bank at your leisure! 

take whatever you need from the guild bank! 

everyone can /ginvite.  invite whoever you want! 

If you use the exact same welcome message for every member 

that you invite, people may start to point it out in guild chat.  I usually 
use some random combination of the above messages each time I 

invite a member. 

 

RECRUITING INDIVIDUALS 

Sometimes when you are out recruiting, you will see an un-
guilded player and want to invite them to your guild.  If you have 

already spammed your advertisement in that zone, they may have 

seen it, so you want to make your whisper more personal.  I usually 

say something to the effect of: “hi there.  i noticed you’re not currently 
in a guild.  would you be interested in joining our friendly leveling 

guild?  no obligations.”  Sometimes people agree to join, sometimes 

they opt out, and sometimes they do not say anything at all.  It never 

hurts to try. I recommend making this part of your collective recruiting 

strategy. 
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CHAPTER 5: BEST PRACTICES 

 

EXPECT PEOPLE TO KISS UP TO YOU 

This is good and bad.  The advantage is obviously that being 
treated well is better that being treated like garbage.  The 

disadvantage is that people are less comfortable telling you what they 
really think or how they really feel about something. 

 

HAVE THE ATTRIBUTES OF A LEADER 

As a guild leader, it is important that you be on your best 
behavior.  You are the number one representative of your guild.  If you 

are immature, it will send a negative message about your entire guild.   

• Do not judge people, ever.  Judging people is the #1 way to look 
like a jerk.  If you ever feel like judging someone, stop and try to 

understand why they did it and give them the benefit of the doubt. 

• Treat people how you would like to be treated.  This works in most 

situations in life, except when you are dealing with someone who 

enjoys to either give or receive some form of abuse. 

• Avoid arguing unless it is absolutely necessary, which should be 

rare.  Arguing is a great way to permanently damage relationships 

with people.  If you must argue, be as diplomatic about it as you can. 

• Strike a Balance between Nice Guy and Jerk.  If you are a pushover, 
people will walk all over you.  If you are a jerk, you will turn people off 

and create conflict.  It is useful to be a nice guy, but a little rougher 

and tougher.  Be nice but also be willing to assert yourself and stand 

your ground when you are challenged, as like as you are certain you 
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are in the right. 

 

MAKE YOUR COMPLIMENTS COUNT 

Instead of congratulating members every single time they get an 
achievement, consider thanking them when they accomplish 

something really great.  Typically, I congratulate members when they 

hit level 10, 20, 30, and so on by whispering them with “grats on 20.”  

This lets them know that someone is paying attention to them.  The 
same concept applies in dungeons, raids, and battlegrounds.  Instead 

of congratulating people excessively, pay them a compliment when 

they do something that genuinely impresses you.   

BLIZZARD GAME MASTERS 

If you want a great example of how to treat people in your guild, 

just look at Game Masters.  They are very respectful, professional, and 

are devoted to helping you.  

 

OFFER A FRIENDLY PARTING MESSAGE TO 

CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS IF THEY LEAVE 

YOUR GUILD 

Occasionally, one of your veteran members may leave the guild.  

It can mean a lot the person if you offer a friendly thank you message 
and leave them the opportunity to return.  

When a veteran guildy /gquits, I typically whisper them with this 

message: “thanks for contributing to the guild, [guildy-name].  If you 

even want an invite back to the guild, don’t hesitate to ask. :)”   
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AVOID CONGRATULATING AND WELCOMING 

MEMBERS WITH MACROS 

Macros are insincere and almost universally annoy people when 
spammed enough in guild chat. 

Macros are annoying in the same way that automated phone 

systems are.   

Players would much rather see you type "grtas cornwizner" 
(mispelling of "grats") than have some addon automatically generate 

"Congrats Cornwizner!"  I am not making the case that all macros are 

bad.  Macros are great for spamming your guild advertisement in 

zones as you are flying through them to recruit new members. 

 

REGISTER YOUR GUILD IN THE LOOKING 

FOR GUILD REGISTRY 

Blizzard recently implemented a useful looking for guild tool in its 
user interface.  Make sure to register your recruitment advertisement.  

In my experience, about 1 in every 30-40 people I recruit come from 

them applying via the looking for guild tool.  It is not much, but every 

little bit of advertisement helps. 

DO NOT BAG OTHER GUILDS IN TRADE CHAT 

Avoid bagging other guilds or being overly competitive with other 
guilds.  It comes off as insecure and unprofessional.  Guild leaders 
should have a mutual respect for one another.  Avoid bagging anyone 

or saying anything negative in trade chat.  All it does is make your 

entire guild look bad. 

I see a lot of recruiters spam their recruitment advertisment over 
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each others on trade chat quite often.  This is pretty rude if you ask 

me.  If I see another recruiter spam their advertisement, I will make it 

a point to not spam mine so that they have the opportunity to sell 

their guild.  It seems like the fair thing to do.   

 

DO NOT RESPOND TO SLANDER IN TRADE 

CHAT 

Never respond to people talking trash about you on trade chat.  
Getting defensive and engaging in trash talk on trade chat makes your 

entire guild look petty and immature.  Just ignore them. 

Leave your personal feelings at home when it comes to penalizing 

members 

Do not be the guild master that is so insecure that you will 
threaten to gkick anyone who disagrees with or annoys you.  I have 

been in too many guilds were guild leaders regularly punish their 

members by gkicking them or reducing their rank just because those 

members disagreed or challenged the guild leader on some obscure 

issue.  Resolve any conflicts you have diplomatically and only penalize 

members for flagrant offenses after they have been warned in private.  

If you do, your guild will perceive you as mature, fair, and 
professional. 

 

NEVER GIVE UP 

The path to mastery requires that you will spend most of your 
time on a plateau.  If your guild progression slows down or halts do to 

lost members as a result of drama or conflict, do not lose heart.  Just 

pick up where you left off and keep moving forward.  Most failed guilds 

hit a plateau and simply give up.  The only way you are guaranteed to 
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fail in this endeavor is to stop trying.  It is better that you accept very 

early on that building a big, successful guild will require an inordinate 

amount of work and that you will encounter multiple challenging 

conflicts along the way.  Above all, never give up. 

My guild came to a screeching halt at level 11 with around 220 

members, not because of drama or conflict however.  I left World of 

Warcraft for about two months to try out Rift: Planes of Telara.  In 

that timespan, about 80% of my guild members left the guild.  When I 
eventually returned to World of Warcraft, there were literally only 

about 10 remaining active members.  I knew it would be a 

depressingly huge amount of work to recruit back a respectable 

member base, but I moved forward anyway.  It was short time before 

I had double, tripled, and then nearly quadrupled my member count 

and doubled my guild’s level.  I did not give up and ended up much 

more successful the second time around! 

 

PUGS AND THE SCUMBAG-PROOF MAJORITY 
The players you can encounter in random dungeon PUGs can be some of the most elitist, 

hateful, and immature people on the internet.  Consider a situation where you are in a PUG and 
make an honest mistake, like you aggro a patrol that you did not know existed, which results in a 
near-wipe.  Two seconds later, the other members of the PUG start character assassinating you, 
saying “L2P idiot” and “first time in a dungeon nub?”  These comments can hurt even though they 
may be entirely inaccurate.  The truth of the matter may be that you did not know about the patrol 
and made an honest and understandable mistake.  This can create a dilemma for thoughtful people 

because if you do not stand up for yourself, you may perceive yourself or be perceived by others as 
weak.  If you stand up for yourself by attempting to rationally explain why you screwed up, you 
may be perceived as an excuse-maker.  If you stand up for yourself by reacting defensively, you 
may be perceived as insecure or reactive.  This is why grouping with friends or likeminded guild 
members is preferable.   

I have been trying to figure out how best to deal with scumbags 

in PUGs for years now and the sad truth is that, unless you have a 

scumbag-proof majority, there is no good way to deal with them. 

THE SCUMBAG-PROOF MAJORITY 

One of the wonderful benefits of being in a guild and doing guild 
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dungeons is that you have the power to kick scumbag players from 

your pug, so long as your guild members approve kicking them.  This 

is easier if you are a guild leader, because your members are implicitly 

more comfortable with you calling shots. 

To enable the scumbag-proof majority in one of your PUGs, it is 

useful to ask your guild party before hand if they are comfortable 

kicking PUG members who behave rudely.  In my experience, most of 

the time they will be in favor of it. 

I have noticed that the rudest PUG players typically fall into one 

or both of the following categories: 

 They are outstanding performers and/or are very geared.  They 

have a high item level and/or are highly skilled in their role.  They 

may be very comfortable boasting about their endgame raiding 

accomplishments. 

 They are in a guild party.  Cowards are much more comfortable 

when they are with their friends.  Sometimes they feel the need to 

show off in front of their friends by belittling others.  Of course, if 
they were alone, they would probably act in the exact opposite way. 

If you are a skilled, geared player in a successful raiding guild, do 

not feel that it gives you a license to treat less accomplished players 

like garbage.  The truth is, nobody cares about your gear or 

accomplishments except you. 

With a scumbag-proof majority,  you are much less likely to encounter 

rude guild parties like these.  Even if you do, you will have the power 

to kick them because you have the majority. 
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CONCLUSION 
Thank you for purchasing this guide.  We have a covered a lot of 

ground.  Good luck and good hunting. 
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